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Jane Yellowrock is a shape-shifting skinwalker who always takes care of her own - no matter the

cost.... When Evan Trueblood blows into town looking for his wife, Molly, he's convinced that she

came to see her best friend, Jane. But it seems like the witch made it to New Orleans and then

disappeared without a trace. Jane is ready to do whatever it takes to find her friend. Her desperate

search leads her deep into a web of black magic and betrayal and into the dark history between

vampires and witches. But the closer she draws to Molly, the closer she draws to a new enemy -

one who is stranger and more powerful than any she has ever faced.
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As always, Faith has given us a fast-paced character-driven, Jane Yellowrock book.Jane sees a lot

of character growth in this book and we get glimpses of the past that made her who she is today. I

love that Jane and Beast are also evolving, becoming stronger together, than they would ever be

apart.The action is non-stop and once you pick the book up, it is hard to put down.It is a perfect

blend of action, romance, friendship, love, loss, vamp politics and history, with a bit of mystery

thrown in.You could read this as a stand alone book, BUT I would recommend that you read the

entire series. You won't regret it.

I started reading this series when I saw the cover of the first book, Skinwalker, and thought hey she

looks like she can really kick some butt. I read it, and sure enough she can really kick butt. Jane is a



kick butt, motorcycle riding, rogue vampire killing, Cherokee, who shares her body with a mountain

lion and has a heart of gold. In Black Arts Janes best friend Molly is missing. Jane and her team

scramble to find her while juggling the usual vampire politics, and a vampire pirate trying to take

over Leo's territory. Jane learns a lot about herself in this one, she learns that there are things about

her past that she needs to forgive herself for before she can move on with her life and help others

forgive themselves as well. A new enemy that Jane has never faced is introduced in this one and

will be carried on into the series. An unseen enemy that is stronger and different than what she's

faced before. Since I LOVE Bruiser I was happy to read more about him, especially since he gets to

be a hero, not that Jane can't take care of herself but it's nice to have a back up sometimes,

especially when the backup is Bruiser. This was a very enjoyable book plus a great addition to the

ongoing series. I think Black Arts is about heartache, forgiveness, and redemption.

This is yet another fast paced and exciting offering by Hunter in the Jane Yellowrock world.There

are so many layers to Jane's story that is really interesting to watch the stage being set around her.

She has her hands full dealing with some unfinished personal business, working on a missing

persons case, and vampire politics adding yet another dash of spice to the recipe. What is a Harley

riding, leather wearing, stake wielding security expert to do?Jane is still dealing with the fallout of

her last encounter with a dangerous blood magic practitioner. She had been forced into taking

decisive action and use lethal force to take down the witch in order to protect herself and innocents.

That witch just happened to be the coven leader and sister of her best friend, Molly.

Understandably, Jane's BFF has not spoken to her since the incident. Now Molly's husband shows

up with the kids in tow demanding answers. There has been foul play, Molly is missing, and it is up

to Jane to figure out where she has gotten to...and to protect Molly's family while she does

so.Combine those little wrinkles with her part time job as Enforcer to Leo, vampire Master Of NOLA,

investigating the disappearance of two of Katie's (Jane's vampire landlady) Ladies, running security

detail for an important vamp meeting, and watching her own back makes for one busy skinwalker.

Oh, I haven't mentioned that Jane is a Cherokee shapeshifter, able to change into just about any

animal, and sharing her body and mind with the soul of a mountain lion known simply as Beast?

Yeah, Jane is badass. Beast is worse...and together they'll go to any lengths necessary to protect

the heart family and kits that they both love.The action and detail in this book is incredible. There is

enough backstory and detail given so that even newcomers to the JY world will enjoy this book,

while not boring those already familiar with the past storyline. This yarn will be one of those that you

remember for keeping you up at night. Hard to put it down until the end!



Ugh! Or how do you write a 'frustrated scream'?A really good, fast-paced read. Love Angiebaby! I

really hope Jane gets her HEA with george. He's had this unrequited love for that she doesn't see,

where Rick doesn't eve have the guts to tell her what he wants or is doing. Not a big fan of his right

now. I love how all the characters are real and making inroads as one, big, happy family! Can't wait

for the next one! Hurry up!!!!

Hands down, this is the best of the Jane Yellowrock stories to hit the stands. If you like books that

take you on a roller coast of emotions and action, this one is IT! The book takes a running start with

Evan Trueblood making Jane's day and the situations just multiply from there! There are revelations

about Jane's past and her future, vamp antics and even Katie's Ladies cause problems! It was a

rollicking good read and I am about to read it again, cover to cover. Read it!

Another great book by Faith Hunter! Her books are never long enough. I eagerly await the next book

in this series . I give this writer and this series the highest points possible!

As with every book in this series. Devoured in one sitting and wanting the next one out so I can get

more.Strong female hero, badass Beast and a cast to keep you intrigued. Love Jane Yellowrock
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